Connecting the Past to the Present: Promoting Cultural Understanding through Collections and Exhibitions

In order to fully comprehend the present, we must appreciate and remember the past.

Our past is riddled with controversial ideas and painful events that produced records and remnants that live on in libraries, archives and museums. Librarians, archivists and curators play an important role in the development of cultural understanding and awareness around difficult histories as they facilitate access and bring context to these important historical documents.

A global society demands that we move beyond our cultural biases and be open to the views and perspectives of others. Collections and exhibitions that challenge and provoke can also encourage critical dialogue and promote diversity and inclusion.

In this session, speakers will discuss controversial collections and exhibitions at their institutions and explore some of the challenges encountered in their display and promotion.

Today we’ll hear about the Japanese American history digitization project that features many images of the internment of innocent Japanese Americans during WWII, in California State University Archives and Special Collections; the Mazinbiige Indigenous graphic novel collection held at the University of Manitoba, and a censored exhibit at Ohio University about the impact of war on artists and art-making.

The speakers will share strategies and best practices for meeting the challenges of safeguarding and providing access to these collections and exhibitions while acknowledging divergent perspectives. Together speakers and participants will explore how to achieve a balance between intellectual freedom/freedom of expression and the need to respect the views of historically marginalized and disadvantaged groups. This panel was organized by the ARLIS/NA Diversity Committee.
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